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eazyBI is a  
business intelligence tool  

for data analysis and visualisation  
with built-in Jira data import



Make reporting easy, hard 
scenarios possible



Make reporting easy











Hard scenarios possible



Jira JQL queries



MDX 
MDX calculations during 

report run

JavaScript custom fields 
Use JavaScript to calculate data 

during import

Hard scenarios main enablers 



MDX

JavaScript 
custom fields

MDX calculations 
Will cover most scenarios and efectivelly uses 
imported data. Could get complex and impact 
performance

Calculated members 
Aggregates in dimensions - groups dimension members 
for easier usage in reports 

Calculated measures 
Calculations in Measures - percentages, comparisons, 
custom metrics, KPI, OKR, etc.

Hard 
scenarios 
possible 



MDX

JavaScript 
custom fields

Calculated members 
Use members and member properties of the 
dimension only. Avoid calcualtions (+, -, /). While they 
might work, they could lead to inconsistent results 
and performance problems

Hard 
scenarios 
possible 



Hard 
scenarios 
possible 

MDX

JavaScript 
custom fields

Calculted JavaScript custom field 
Define a new field (measure, dimension) in  
eazyBI advanced settings.  
Use JavaScript to calculate values for the field

[jira.customfield_NNNNN] 
name = "NNNNN name"
data_type = "string"
dimension = true
javascript_code = '''
 // JavaScript code goes here
'''



Hard 
scenarios 
possible 

MDX

JavaScript 
custom fields

JavaScript 
eazyBI uses basic JavaScript  
With https://underscorejs.org/ library  
We support strftime function and modification for 
Date.parse function for parsing date time string in ISO8601 
format as well.

Jira issue data structure 
eazyBI imports data based on Jira issues. You can access any 
imported fields via JavaScript.

https://underscorejs.org/


Hard 
scenarios 
possible 

MDX

JavaScript 
custom fields

Test your JavaScript  
in Custom Javascript code in import options 

Delete it when testing is done!
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Use cases



One dimension 
Calculated member in respective 
dimension with function 
Aggregate and some filtering 
options

Limitations 
Function Except might not work as 
expected in multiple value dimensions, 
for example, Labels

Aggregate(
  Except(
  [Status].[Status].Members,
  [Status].[Declined])
)

MDX

Performance risks 
Any multiple selection or calculated 
member with multiple memebrs on 
Pages multiplies calcualtions



MDX JavaScript

Aggregate(
  Except(
  [Status].[Status].Members,
  [Status].[Declined])
)

issue.fields.customfield_valid = 
(issue.fields.status.name == 
"Declined") ? "No" : "Yes"



Report with MDX



Report with JavaScript custom field



([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Project].[DEMO Alfa].[Development])
+
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
-
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Project].[DEMO Alfa].[Development])
 [Label].[Development])

Several dimensions  
with OR filter 
OR filter for dimension selections is 
not supported, calculated measure is 
required 

Consider arithmetical calculations

MDX

Component 
Development

Label 
Development



SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
 [Measures].[Issues created]
)
+
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
-
SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
))

Several dimensions  
with OR filter 
OR filter for dimension selections is 
not supported, calculated measure is 
required 

Consider arithmetical calculations 

Consider filtering (by projects)

MDX



SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
 [Measures].[Issues created]
)
+
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
-
SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
))

Several dimensions  
with OR filter 
OR filter for dimension selections is 
not supported, calculated measure is 
required 

Consider arithmetical calculations 

Consider filtering (by projects) 

Create calculation for each measure

MDX



SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
 [Measures].[Issues resolved]
)
+
([Measures].[Issues resolved],
 [Label].[Development])
-
SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
([Measures].[Issues resolved],
 [Label].[Development])
))

MDX

Several dimensions  
with OR filter 
OR filter for dimension selections is 
not supported, calculated measure is 
required 

Consider arithmetical calculations 

Consider filtering (by projects) 

Create calculation for each measure



JavaScript

var isDev = false;
if (issue.fields.labels.indexOf("Development") > -1 ) 
{
  isDev = true
  }
  else {
    for (var i=0; i < issue.fields.components.length; 
i++) {
      if (issue.fields.components[i].name == 
"Development") {
        isDev = true;
        break;
      }
    }
  }
issue.fields.customfield_dev_sup = (isDev == true ) ? 
"Development" : "Support" '''

SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
 [Measures].[Issues created]
)
+
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
-
SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Project].CurrentMember,[Project].
[Component]),
    [Project].CurrentMember.Name = "Development"), 
([Measures].[Issues created],
 [Label].[Development])
))

MDX



Report with MDX



Report with JavaScript custom field



SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Issue].CurrentMember,[Issue].[Issue]),
    NOT IsEmpty([Measures].[Issue due date])
  ),
  ([Measures].[Transitions to issues count],
   [Assignee Group].[jira-developers])
)

Several dates  
or activities 
If there are at least two facts based on 
issue dates (date custom fields and 
measures) calculated measure on 
issue level is required 

Due date is not EMPTY 
Assignee was in a specific group

MDX



if (issue.fields.duedate) {
  var assigneeInDev = ['dsand','dsnow'];
  var noAssigneeChange = true;
  var assigneeHistory = []; 
  var assigneeSet = issue.fields.created;
  if (issue.changelog && issue.changelog.histories && 
issue.changelog.histories.length > 0) {
    var histories = issue.changelog.histories;
    for (var i = 0; i < histories.length; i++) {
      var history = histories[i];
      if (history.items && history.items.length > 0) {
        for (var n = 0; n < history.items.length; n++) {
        var item = history.items[n];
          if (item.field == 'assignee' ){ 
            if(noAssigneeChange && assigneeInDev.indexOf(item.from) > -1 ) {
              assigneeHistory.push(assigneeSet.toString().substr(0,10) + "," + 
item.from + ",1" );  
            } 
            if (assigneeInDev.indexOf(item.to) >-1) {
              assigneeHistory.push(assigneeSet.toString().substr(0,10) + "," + 
item.to + ",1") ;  
            }
            noAssigneeChange = false;  
  }}}}}
  if(noAssigneeChange ) {
    if (issue.fields.assignee && 
assigneeInDev.indexOf(issue.fields.assignee.name) > -1) {
      assigneeHistory.push(assigneeSet.toString().substr(0,10) + "," + 
issue.fields.assignee.name + ",1" );
    }
  }
  issue.fields.customfield_wasindevwithduedate = assigneeHistory.join("\n");
}

MDX JavaScript

SUM(
  Filter(
    Descendants([Issue].CurrentMember,[Issue].[Issue]),
    NOT IsEmpty([Measures].[Issue due date])
  ),
  ([Measures].[Transitions to issues count],
   [Assignee Group].[jira-developers])
)



Report with custom measure



Report with custom measure



MDX 
Gives all the benefits of BI 
Might impact performance 
MDX could be hard to learn

JavaScript custom fields 
Calculations during import 

JavaScript knowledge is quite 
general  

Extends data model and size of 
databasse

MDX vs JavaScript



community.eazybi.com  
support@eazybi.com

Thank you!


